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Abstracts

The US Defense Market size is estimated at USD 309.77 billion in 2024, and is

expected to reach USD 367.30 billion by 2029, growing at a CAGR of 3.58% during the

forecast period (2024-2029).

The US defense market is expected to grow primarily due to the armed forces'

procurement and upgrade activities to counter emerging threats. Several contracts from

the military, air force, and naval force are currently underway, and many new contracts

are anticipated to be dispersed during the forecast period, creating a parallel demand

for defense equipment.

The US military uses multiple aircraft for usage across Air Force and Navy. Owing to the

increasing international conflict with China over its aggression in the South China Sea,

the United States is gearing up to tackle any potential issues China may create for

countries with close ties with the United States, like Taiwan and Japan. As a result,

significant investments into upgrading the existing fleet and/or purchasing a new fleet

equipped with efficient technologies have been witnessed over the past years.

While the US aerospace and defense sector stands on the cusp of significant growth, it

faces formidable challenges in supply chain vulnerabilities. The industry's supply

chains, often global and intricate, are susceptible to disruptions, as evidenced by the

impact of the pandemic on production and logistics. In addition, the increasing

integration of digital technologies and connectivity in defense systems opens up new

fronts in cybersecurity risks. State-sponsored cyber threats targeting defense

contractors and critical infrastructure are becoming more sophisticated, posing a serious

concern. For instance, in 2022, the number of cybersecurity attacks on federal agencies

in the US was 30,659.
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However, addressing these challenges presents opportunities for resilience and

innovation within the industry. Strengthening supply chain resilience through localized

production and diversification strategies may mitigate risks associated with global

disruptions. Simultaneously, investing in robust cybersecurity measures and

collaboration with cybersecurity experts may fortify the industry against evolving cyber

threats, ensuring the continued integrity of critical defense systems.

US Defense Market Trends

The Air Force Segment to Exhibit the Largest Market Share During the Forecast Period

The Air Force segment is expected to experience major growth in the US defense

market due to various procurement plans for replacing aging combat aircraft and new

unmanned aerial vehicles. The demand for this segment is driven by the annual

investment in defense, towards bolstering its military capabilities to counter emerging

threats. For instance, the US is the world's largest spender on defense, with a budget of

USD 816.7 billion in 2023. With this huge spending, the US Air Force (USAF) is

equipping the most modern technology that provides air support for land and naval

forces and aids the troops on and around a battlefield. For instance, the USAF budget

request for FY 2025 is USD 188.1 billion, a USD 3.0 billion increase from the FY 2024

budget request. Additionally, the Air Force continues the development and procurement

of next-generation aircraft to meet the demands of great power conflicts with Russia and

China. As of 2024, the US Air Force comprises a total of 13,209 aircraft.

The country's diplomatic and military relations with nations such as Japan and Taiwan

have compelled it to drive significant investments into increasing the fleet of aircraft to

counter any provocative military action from China successfully. Furthermore, the US

involvement in the military conflict in the Middle-Eastern region majorly drove its

procurement of attack aircraft and transport aircraft. The Department of Air Force

proposed a budget request of USD 194 billion for FY2023, a USD 20.2 billion or 11.7%

increase from the FY2022 budget request. A major chunk of this budget will be

channeled toward the procurement of new aircraft and research and development of

new technologies that can aid the military actions undertaken by the country.

In line with this, in April 2023, the USAF requested the US Congress for a full

complement to procure 48 new F-35As and 24 F-15EX Eagle IIs. Owing to major

procurement initiatives, together with the future-ready plans of the USAF, the demand in

the air force segment of the US defense market is expected to register a significant
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growth rate during the forecast period.

Fixed Wing Aircraft Segment to Exhibit the Largest Market Share During the Forecast

Period

In recent years, the US government has focused on improving its aerial capabilities by

procuring next-generation fighter jets and investing in research and development in the

military aircraft sector. Currently, the US Air Force has the highest military aircraft fleet.

In the FY 2024 budget request, the US Air Force continues procurement of the Joint

Strike Fighter aircraft and modernization programs for existing Navy and Air Force strike

fighter aircraft and bombers. Development of the B-21 Raider long-range strike bomber.

The US Air Force’s major tactical air power investment is the F-35 Lightning II Joint

Strike Fighter. The F-35 program has three 5th Generation strike fighter variants: the Air

Force F-35A Conventional Take-Off and Landing variant, the Marine Corps F-35B Short

Take-Off and Vertical Landing (STOVL) variant, and the Navy F-35C Carrier variant.

The F-35’s stealth, advanced sensors, and interoperability allow seamless information

exchanges that make warfighters in the battlespace smarter, more lethal, and more

survivable.

Also, the FY 2024 budget includes procurement for additional F-15 EX Eagle II aircraft.

The department continues developing advanced combat aircraft for the Navy and Air

Force within the Next Generation Air Dominance programs. In addition to that, the US

Air Force continues to procure the KC-46A aerial refueling tanker, which will replace

aging legacy tankers. The KC-46A provides increased refueling capability for Navy and

Air Force aircraft. For instance, in November 2023, the US Air Force awarded a contract

to The Boeing Company for 15 more KC-46A Pegasus refueling tankers for USD 2.3

billion. Such developments render a positive outlook for the market in focus in the US

during the forecast period.

US Defense Industry Overview

The US defense market is semi-consolidated as several players in the market support

the US defense market. However, Lockheed Martin Corporation, The Boeing Company,

RTX Corporation, General Dynamics Corporation, and Northrop Grumman Corporation
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are some prominent players expected to hold a significant share. These companies

conduct various initiatives and product innovations to strengthen their presence in the

market.

In this regard, in December 2023, the US Army and the Defense Innovation Unit

selected Neya Systems, Robotic Research Autonomous Industries, and Carnegie

Robotics to create heavy-duty vehicles capable of restocking soldiers in the field and

independently navigating themselves in rugged terrains.

The provision of long-term contracts for the development of new military equipment and

technologies is anticipated to propel the revenues of various companies in the US. For

instance, in December 2023, the US Army Special Operations Aviation Command

(USASOAC) awarded The Boeing Company a contract to deliver six MH-47G Block II

Chinooks for USD 271 million. Such contracts are expected to help the companies

increase their market share.

Additional Benefits:

The market estimate (ME) sheet in Excel format

3 months of analyst support
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